
 

Southern Chairs Meeting 25 May 2013 
 
Meeting Minutes 
 
Present: 
Dean Thomas – Kotuku,  John Menzies – Buller,  Marcus Gardner- Nelson  
Neil Watts – Rarangi  Cam Mackay – Waikuku Jo Eade – spencer Park 
Steve Johnston – Waimairi Dave East – North Beach James Gaskell – New Brighton 
Craig Todd – Sumner  Ken Jones – Taylors Mistake Mark Familton – Warrington 
Peter Gibbons – St Kilda James Coombes – St Clair James Walter – Brighton 
 
Mike Bassett-Foss – Chairman SLSNZ  
Colin Weatherall – Board Member SLSNZ   
Mark Weatherall – GM Club Development SLSNZ 
Stu Bryce – Regional Manager Southern 
 
Apologies 
Nigel Cox – South Brighton Andrew Budge – Kaka Point Paul Dalton – CE SLSNZ  
Barbara McElligott - Oreti 
 
Welcome 
Peter Gibbons began the meeting and welcomed all along and thanked them for their time, 
Peter went on to talk about the need for a constructive not destructive meeting and would 
like to redefine and tasks of each member of the SLSNZ team employed in the region. 
 
In opening Peter stressed it is imperative that the voice of the clubs is listened to. 
 
Michael Bassett-Foss gave an overview of the recent season and made mention of the 
following key points: 

 Increase in our work with SAR NZ 

 Worlds results 

 Work with Sport NZ, Water Safety NZ  

 Working on the sustainability of SLSNZ 
 
The Chairman agreed with the Chairmans opening remarks and stressed “Clubs must have 
input into how the organisation moves forward”  He further stated that the Board would 
consult before further re structure – He agreed to listen to clubs and agreed changes may be 
needed to the way things are delivered. 
 
Peter Gibbons tabled that the minutes of the previous Southern Region chairs meeting be 
taken as correct and any items that are not covered in the presentations be discussed at the 
general business section on of the meeting. 

Moved Dave East  Second Craig Todd 
 



 

Mark Weatherall went on to make  a presentation –  key points are listed below:  

 Financial position – SLSNZ is on target for a breakeven end of year result, 
there however is still a chance that SLSNZ may post a small deficit.  
Conservative budgeting for the coming year is well underway, this budget is 
due to be signed during the June Board Meeting  

 Staff restructure – all the staff changes have taken place with the last staff 
finishing on the 17 May.  New sport manager role  

 SLSNZ Strategy – this was reviewed last weekend by the SLSNZ Board with 
no fundamental changes the  focus continues to be healthy clubs.   

 The Regional Managers now sit on the Boards healthy clubs committee and 
will report monthly on outcomes within the clubs across their respective 
regions 

 Clubs development update – plenty of challenges including a reduction in 
staffing.  New regional management plans are being implemented in each 
region and have been successful.  RM, RPSM and CDO working on 
alignment across the country, on-going work to address organisational 
challenges, membership recognition, and regional awards produced 29 
nominations. 

 
Regional staffing 

 Scott Roberts currently is in an interim role as RPSM for the Southern Region  

 Clubs do want some kind of reporting - but based on monitoring progress 
against key agreed actions, not detailed records of CDO ‘busyness’. 

 The report does not need to be in detail or just about CDO’s, as in many 
cases the RM or Regional P & S Managers is doing the work – the number of 
calls and emails is irrelevant, focus needs to be on outcomes. 

 There should be links to Club Pulse and the Regional Management Plan. 

 Each club should sit down with the RM & CDO and identify the actions they 
will take in the coming season and where SLSNZ can assist with those. In 
addition SLSNZ must also undertake core activities such as Regional course 
coordination, event facilitation and maintaining local activity calendar links. 

 
Dave East asked what the proposal for Gisborne was?. 
Mark Weatherall – that they will have more responsibility around the Sport and Lifesaving 
Committees with a potentially locally funded administrator.  
 
Regional staff strategy 

 We believe we have the right structure in place 

 Adjustments to the Regional managers role 

 Increase RPSM input and Visibility in Otago and Tasman 

 Increase RM input and visibility in Otago and Tasman 

 New basic reporting which will allow close tracking of what each clubs is 
directly getting 

 On-going improvements around the regional management plan including 
outcomes and KPI’s 
 



 

As a result of Mark’s report on regional staff strategy significant discussion ensued. 
 
Staff and Board members present were asked to outline the cost of staff inputs to the 
Southern region in order that clubs could consider if the best outcomes were being achieved 
for the investment made. 
 
There was significant discussion in relation to inputs to the region and outcomes sought. 
 
It was established that the other regions have additional inputs as they both have a 0.5 FTE 
administration position. 
 
The information on staffing costs was not available. 
 
ACTION POINT  The Board Chair promised this information would be established and 
circulated to committee members.  
 
Significant discussion followed on the best staffing format to service the region and achieve 
outcomes sought by clubs.  This was with particular reference to the currently unfilled 
resource of the programmes and services position and the inequitable numbers of clubs 
CDO’s serviced. 
 
THE MEETING AGREED   :    All staff roles need better defined 
     Clubs need to understand the roles 
 
The meeting sought to have SLSNZ recognize the weaknesses and deficiencies of the 
current system.  The meeting agreed there are communication and understanding issues 
around the roles of the professional staff. 
 
The meeting sought to have answers delivered as to whether the current roles are effective. 
 
Peter Gibbons tabled that the Otago Clubs want a better share of the inputs for all staff in the 
area and don’t believe the current model is best suited to the Otago cluster.  The Otago 
clubs are seeking a budget allocation  to complete the P & S function in Otago, rather than a 
full time position based in Christchurch.   
 
Some of the options that were discussed were title changes for the positions, re defining 
position descriptions to accurately reflect what staff do, re allocation of clubs for CDO role, 
splitting of the cost of the RPSM role into each area, developing on the current structure. 
 
It was resolved that SLSNZ will give the clubs written reasoning behind the approach going 
forward in relation to the use of inputs (cash) to provide the outputs. Mark Weatherall to 
circulate.  Mark wanted the new staff structure to be in place by 1 July. 
 
Mark Weatherall also to circulate what Surf Life Saving has as criteria for what constitutes a 
Surf Life Saving Club in terms of the healthy club committee. 
 
 



 

Stu Bryce presented – see attached key pointed listed below 
 

 Regional Management plan – Tracked well, fell away in specific areas – 
coaching and officials being the main two, Strong local ownership of the 
budgets by local committees 

 Regional Guard delivery moving in a positive direction, Beach ed numbers 
back on track, started Surf 2 Schools in the island 

 Delivered through the main section of the sport calendar with decreasing staff 
with support from key volunteers 

 Committees taking the led with their directions 

 Regional delivery Priorities – clubs were given a sheet to rank their delivery 
priorities  

 
Mark gave an update on the following: 

 Arancia- Clubs now to purchase directly of Arancia not through SLSNZ 

 Surf official travel subsidy under review 

 Member Protection Policy –New draft regulations and noted that the policy 
needs to be practical for clubs.  

 SLSNZ AGM and chairs workshop on in wellington along with the awards of 
excellence on the 21 September 2013  

 Fundraising – Winter online appeal, mid-winter dip, support from sponsors. 

 Feedback from NJD  

 NJD street collection date for next time – Friday 31st Jan 2014. This does not 
clash with any major Surf Sports events.  

 Pin and Win – APPCO are still keen to work with SLSNZ. SLSNZ need buy in 
from clubs to continue. Some Chairs were not excited by the prospect, but 
they were interested in seeing what might eventuate through the opportunity.  

 Foundation was still being looked at but requires SLSNZ and SLSNR to unite 
to enable workability. 

 Insurance – to continue on in the current format of split premium costs 
 
Boards Appointment Panel 

 Craig Todd was thanked for his time on the BAP as he stood down Ken Jones 
nominated, Steve Johnson Moved – Craig Todd Second. 

 
General Business-  

 Budgets to be finalise in the coming weeks to be signed off by the board prior 
to 1 July  

 
 
Michael Bassett-Foss closed the meeting and thanked those who attended for their time 
 
Meeting closed at 2.30pm 


